defined on \mat hbb{ R}{ n} and $\v a r phi $ is a real-valued C^{\infty} smooth function whose support is contained in a small neighborhood of the origin in \mat hbb{ R}{ n} . Here f and $\v a r phi $ are called the phase and the amplitude, respectively.
§1. Introduction
The purpose of this article is to announce a part of recent results in [10] (see also [14] ). We consider the asymptotic behavior of oscillatory integrals, that is, integrals of the form (1.1)
I ( $ \ t a u $ ) = \ d i s p l a y s t y l e \ i n t _ { \ ma t h b b { R }{ n } } ê{ i $ \ t a u $ f ( x ) } $ \ v a r p h i $ ( x ) d x ,
for large values of the real parameter $\t au$ . Here f is a real valued C^{\infty} smooth function defined on \mat hbb{ R}{ n} and $\v a r phi $ is a real-valued C^{\infty} smooth function whose support is contained in a small neighborhood of the origin in \mat hbb{ R}{ n} . Here f and $\v a r phi $ are called the phase and the amplitude, respectively.
Suppose that f has a critical point at the origin, that is \nabla f(0)=(0, . . :; 0) . By using famous Hironakas resolution of singularities, the following deep results can be obtained (c.f. [13] ). If f is real analytic on a neighborhood of the origin and the support of $\v a r phi $ is contained in a sufficiently small neighborhood of the origin, then the integral I() has an asymptotic expansion of the form (1.2) I ( $ \ t a u $ ) \ d i s p l a y s t y l e \ s i m ê { i $ \ t a u $ f ( 0 ) } \ s u m _ { $ \ a l p h a $ } \ s u m _ { k = 1 } { n } C _ { $ \ a l p h a $ k } ( $ \ v a r p h i $ ) $ \ t a u ${ $ \ a l p h a $ } ( \ l o g $ \ t a u $ ) { k -1 } as $\tau$\rightarrow+\infty, where $\al pha$ runs through a finite number of arithmetic progressions, not depending on the amplitude $\v a r phi $ , which consist of negative rational numbers.
Since we are interested in the largest $\al pha$ occurring in the asymptotic expansion (1.2), let us recall important quantities: oscillation index and its multiplicity. Let S(f) be the set of pairs (; k) such that for each neighborhood of the origin in \mat hbb{ R}{ n} , there exists a C^{\infty} function $\v a r phi $ with support in this neighborhood for which C_{ $\al pha$ k} ( $\varphi $)\neq 0 in the asymptotic expansion (1.2). We denote by ( $\beta$(f), $\eta$(f)) the maximum of the set S(f) under the lexicographic ordering, i.e., $\beta$(f) is the maximum of values $\al pha$ for which we can find k so that (; k) belongs to S(f); $\eta$(f) is the maximum of integers k satisfying that ( $\beta$(f), k) belongs to S(f) . We call $\beta$(f) the oscillation index of f and $\eta$(f) the multiplicity of its index.
There have been many interesting studies about the above oscillation index and its multiplicity ([17] , [4] , [15] , [5] , [6] , [7] , [8] , [9] , [3] , etc.). In particular, an important work of Varchenko [17] shows that under a certain nondegeneracy condition of the real analytic phase, the oscillation index can be estimated or exactly determined by using the theory of toric varieties based on the geometry of the Newton polyhedra of f (see Theorem 3.1 in Section 3). Since his study, the investigation of the behavior of oscillatory integrals has been more closely linked with the theory of singularities. Refer to the excellent expositions [1] , [12] for studies in this direction.
The purpose of our study is to generalize the above results of Varchenko [17] we give another definition of the $ \ g a mma $-part, which is a natural generalization of the definition in the real analytic case. We remark that not all smooth functions admit the $ \ g a mma $-part for every face $ \ g a mma $ of their Newton polyhedra in our sense. The class \mat hcal { E} ( U) is defined to be the set of C^{\infty} functions admitting the $ \ g a mma $-part for every face $ \ g a mma $ of $\Gamma$_{ +} (f ) .
Many kinds of C^{\infty} functions are contained in \mat hcal { E} ( U) . In particular, it contains the Denjoy-Carleman quasianalytic classes, which are interesting classes of C^{\infty} functions and have been studied from various points of view (c.f. [2] , [16] ). We can construct a toric resolution of singularities in the class \ha t { \ma t hc a l { E} } ( U) and we succeed to generalize the above result of Varchenko.
It is known (c.f. [1] , [12] ) that the asymptotic analysis of oscillatory integral (1. Let us explain fundamental notions in the theory of convex polyhedra, which are necessary for our study. Refer to [18] , etc. for general theory of convex polyhedra.
For (a, l )\i n \mat hbb{R}^{n}\t i mes \mat hbb{R} , let H(a, l) and H^{+}(a, l) be a hyperplane and a closed half space in \mat hbb{ R}{ n} defined by H(a, l):=\{x\in \mathbb{R}^{n};\langle a, x\rangle=l\}, H^{+}(a, l):=\{x\in \mathbb{R}^{n};\langle a, x\rangle\geq l\}, respectively. \ma t hr m{ A} (convex rational) polyhedron is an intersection of closed halfspaces: \ma t hr m{ a } set P\subset \mathbb{R}^{n} presented in the form
P=\di spl ayst yl e \bi gcap_{ j =1}{ N} H^{ +} ( a^{ j } , l _{ j } )
for some a^{1} , . ::, a^{N}\in \mathbb{Z}^{n} and l _{1} , . . . , l_{N}\in \mathbb{Z}.
Let P be a polyhedron in \mat hbb{ R}{ n} . A pair (a, l )\i n \mathbb{Z}^{n}\ti mes \mathbb{Z} is said to be valid for P if P is contained in H^{+}(a, l). A fa ce of P is any set of the form F=P\cap H(a, l) , where (a, l) is valid for P . Since (0,0) is always valid, we consider P itself as a trivial face of P ; the other faces are called proper faces. Conversely, it is easy to see that any face is a polyhedron. Considering the valid pair (0, -1) , we see that the empty set is always a face of P . Indeed, H^{+}(0, -1)=\mathbb{R}^{n} , but H(0, -1)=\emptyset . The dimension of a face F is the dimension of its affine hull of F (i.e., the intersection of all affine flats that contain F) , which is denoted by \dim(F) . The faces of dimensions 0 , 1 $\Gamma$_{+}(f)= the convex hull of the set \cup\{ $\al pha$+\mat hbb{ R} _{ +}{ n} ; c_{ $\al pha$} \neq 0\} in \ ma t h b b { R } _ { + }{ n } (i.e., the intersection of all convex sets which contain \cup\{ $\al pha$+\mat hbb{ R} _{ +}{ n} ; c_{ $\al pha$} \neq 0
It is known (cf. [18] ) that the Newton polyhedron $\Gamma$_{+}(f ) is a polyhedron. The P\subset \mat hbb{ R} _{ +}{ n} a nonempty polyhedron containing $\Gamma$_{+}(f ) and $ \ g a mma $ a face of P . Note that the condition: $\Gamma$_{+}(f)\subset P implies that P+\mathbb{R}_{+}^{n}\subset P and, moreover, every valid pair for P is contained in the set \ma t hbb{ Z} _ { +}{ n} \t i me s \ma t hbb{ Z} _ { +} . We say that f admits the $ \ g a mma $ -part on an open neighborhood U\subset V of the origin if for any x\in U the limit: We remark that when f admits the $ \ g a mma $-part, the above limits take the same value for any (a, l) , which is denoted by f _{ $\gamma$} ( x) . We consider f _ { $ \ g a mma $ } as the function on U , which is called the $ \ g a mma $-part of f on U.
Remark 1.
We give many remarks on the $ \ g a mma $-part.
(i) The readers might feel that all is too strict in the above definition of the admission of the $ \ g a mma $-part. Actually, even if all is replaced by some in the definition, this exchange does not affect our analysis.
(ii) The above $ \ g a mma $-part f _ { $ \ g a mma $ } is a C^{\infty} function defined on U.
(iii) When $\gamma$=P, f always admits the $ \ g a mma $-part on V and fp=f . (Consider the case when (a, l)=(0,0 (iv) When $ \ g a mma $ is contained in some coordinate plane, f always admits the $ \ g a mma $-part on U. Indeed, for any pair (a, l) defining $ \ g a mma $ , we have l=0 and the limit (2.1) exists. More detailed properties of the classes \hat { \mat hcal { E} } [ P] ( U) and \ha t { \ma t hc a l { E} } ( U) are investigated in [10] . where f, $\v a r phi $ are the same as in (1.1) and g is a weight function satisfying some conditions (see [11] , [14] ). §2.5. Examples Let us consider the following two-dimensional example.
f(x)=f(x_{1}, x_{2})=x_{1}^{2}x_{2}^{2}+x_{1}^{k}e^{-1/x_{2}^{2}} k\in \mathbb{Z}_{+} ; (2.2) P=\{ ($\al pha$_{ 1} , $\al pha$_{ 2} )\i n \mat hbb{ R} _{ +}{ 2} ; $\al pha$_{ 1} \geq 1, $\al pha$_{ 2} \geq 1\} .
Here, the value of e^{-1/x_{2}^{2}} at x_{2}=0 is defined by 0 . The set of the proper faces of $\Gamma$_{+}(f ) and P consists of $\gamma$_{ 1} , $\gamma$_{ 2} , $\gamma$_ { 3} and $\tau$_{1}, $\tau$_{2}, $\t au$_{ 3} , where $\gamma$_{1}=\{(2, $\alpha$_{2});$\alpha$_{2}\geq 2\}, $\gamma$_{2}=\{(2, 2 $\gamma$_{3}=\{($\alpha$_{1}, 2);$\alpha$_{1}\geq 2\}, (2.3) $\tau$_{1}=\{(1, $\alpha$_{2});$\alpha$_{2}\geq 1\}, $\tau$_{2}=\{(1,1 $\tau$_{3}=\{($\alpha$_{1},1);$\alpha$_{1}\geq 1\}.
It is easy to see that f admits the $ \ g a mma $ _ { j } -part and $\t au$_{ j } -part, j=2 , 3, near the origin and they are written as f _{$\gamma$_{2}}(x)=f _{$\gamma$_{3}}(x)=x_{1}^{2}x_{2}^{2} and f_{$\tau$_{2}}(x)=f_{$\tau$_{3}}(x)\equiv 0 . Consider the $\g a mma $_ { 1} -part and $\t au$_{ 1} -part of f . The situation depends on the parameter k as follows. where \{\} belongs to the same progressions as in the case of f_{0} , which is the principal part of f . (Since f_{0} is a polynomial, the precise progressions in the case of f_{0} can be constructed by using toric resolution as in [17] .)
From the above theorem, for a given f satisfying the condition (C), the oscillation index $\beta$(f) and its multiplicity $\eta$(f) can be defined in a similar fashion to the real analytic case as in the Introduction.
The following theorem shows that the oscillation index $\beta$(f) can be accurately estimated by using the Newton distance d(f) . The above theorem is not only a generalization to (ii) in Theorem 3.1 but also is a slightly stronger result even if f is real analytic. Indeed, from the argument in [17] , [1] , we obtain the estimate | I( $\tau$)| \leq C( $\varphi$)$\tau$^{-1/d(f)}(\log $\tau$)^{m(f)} for $\tau$\geq 1 , but more delicate computation of coefficients in the asymptotic expansion (3.1) can improve this.
Next, let us consider the case that the equations $\beta$(f)=-1/d(f) and $\eta$(f)=m(f) hold. By careful investigation of the properties of functions satisfying the condition (C),
we can construct a toric resolution of singularities for these functions. Once this resolution is obtained, the assertions in the theorems can be shown through the arguments in Varchenko [17] .
In [10] , we give not only complete proofs but also more detailed results about the behavior of oscillatory integrals under the same hypotheses.
